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“This is great! It’s really jackie and the others!” Ethan and the others were extremely excited when they 

flew over. 

 

“This is awesome! It’s good that nothing happened to you guys!” jackie looked at the familiar faces in 

front of him and said with equal excitement. 

 

“Yes. We’ve already broken through into the final stage of the true god level. This place is awesome as 

not only are there third-stage spirited grass, there’s also fourth-stage spirited grass. We’ve improved 

quite a lot in less than twenty days of entering this area!” Sam said with a smile on his face. All of them 

looked as if they were full of beans. 

 

“Is that so? Great! I can see that everybody has improved quite a lot. It’s quite good that Abner and 

Ethan have already achieved the intermediate stage of the true god level!” jackie nodded in satisfaction. 

Their fighting prowess had obviously improved greatly compared to previously. If they continued 

training in this area, they would have the opportunity to break through into the ultimate god-level soon. 

 

“Everybody has made some improvement but we’ve also seen lots of deaths during our journey. Several 

days ago, we discovered the bodies of some members of the White family. It looks like they were killed 

by the members of the Lagorio family and Hall of Divine Royal.” Nikini soon thought of something and 

said to everybody with a frown on her face. 

 

“Humph! I will definitely kill those people from the Hall of Divine Royal and Cloud Sky Sect!” jackie 

humphed coldly and tightened his fist as he said. 

 

 “Who are these people?” Ethan soon discovered the bodies on the floor and he was slightly puzzled. He 

obviously realized that this was not one of the forces who entered the area from looking at the clothing 

on the disciples. 

 



“Sigh… It’s a long story. Come on, let’s talk about it on our way!” jackie sighed and continued to lead the 

group toward the place where noises of people fighting could be heard. 

 

In the woods, Helena saw that a large number of members from the Cabello family and White family 

had joined her group, expanding the entire team of people. 

However, although they have killed quite a number of people from the Hall of Divine Royal, she still did 

not meet her younger sisters and father. 

 

The Second Elder of the Cabello family seemed to have detected the sadness on Helena’s face. He 

smiled helplessly and said to Helena. “First Mistress, there’s nothing to be worried about. The family 

master and the others have quite a high fighting prowess and if they were lucky enough to obtain a 

martial art technique when they entered the area, they would have achieved the first-stage ultimate 

god -level by now. Although there are lots of strong monster beasts in this area, nothing will happen as 

long as the family master and the others stay alert!” 

 

“Yes, Miss Helena. You can relax as I’m sure that nothing will happen!” Angus also followed beside them 

with a smile on his face. He was extremely happy as he was able to occasionally look at the beauty in 

front of him. 

 

As for Skye, she had a cold expression on her face all this while and she had been angry the entire way. 

She wanted to find an opportunity so badly to kill Helena so that this alluring woman would not steal the 

soul of the person she liked. 

 

In the past, she was still confident when Angus had thoughts toward Ella. After all, although Ella was a 

pretty woman, she was also quite beautiful. At least her boobs were bigger than Ella’s. 

 

However, she had no confidence when facing Helena’s beauty. Not only was she not as beautiful as 

Helena, even her figure was also incomparable to Helena. No matter how she compared herself with 

Helena, she would still fail behind. 


